JEWELRY DESIGN

FACULTY

AMELIA NELSON
BArch, Kansas State University. Amelia has studied silversmithing at the Delaware College of Art and Design and at the University of the Arts in Philadelphia. Currently, Amelia is the library director at the Delaware College of Art and Design.

PATRICIA WHITMAN
BS, University of Delaware. Patricia Whitman has been interested in silversmithing since taking a course at the University of Delaware many years ago. Making jewelry is Patricia’s passion. Her current focus is the ancient art of chain maille. She loves the many weaves and works primarily with sterling silver and gold.

CHAIN MAILLE WORKSHOP
COURSE ID: JD0019
Instructor: Patricia Whitman
ONE SESSION
Saturday, 10 AM – 1 PM, November 13
NON-CREDIT Tuition: $35; Materials Fee: $10
Learn about Chain Maille by making a brass Byzantine bracelet. Students will learn how to make the Byzantine weave, the perfect jump ring closure and how to attach findings. Through review of examples, demonstrations and hands-on work, students will create their own jewelry and be inspired to continue their work beyond the scope of this workshop.

JEWELRY WORKSHOP
COURSE ID: JD0001
Instructor: Amelia Nelson
EIGHT SESSIONS
Monday, 6 PM – 9 PM, September 13 – November 1
NON-CREDIT Tuition: $275; 1.8 CEUs
During this introductory class students will learn basic metalsmithing skills, including design layout, piercing, cold connections, soldering, etching and finishing. Students will use these techniques to create their own pieces of jewelry. Supplies can be purchased on the first day of class.